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	STAFF'S Second SET OF INTERROGATORIES TO
	FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY (NOS. 17-57)
	DEFINITIONS
	INTERROGATORIES
	17. On page 8, lines 9-13, of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, Dr. Sim states that FPL evaluated three specific FPL-owned sites at which new generation could be built. Please describe, in detail, FPL’s process for evaluating the three specific FPL-owned si...
	18. On page 9, lines 3-5, of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, Dr. Sim states that OCEC Unit 1 will enhance the efficiency of FPL’s generating system.
	a. Please provide the heat rate for each generating unit currently on FPL’s system.
	b. Please state whether FPL plans to negotiate a guarantee, regarding the heat rate, of OCEC Unit 1.
	c. Please provide FPL’s estimated system heat rate for the years 2015-2025.

	19. On page 11, lines 1-2 of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, Dr. Sim states that FPL took account of all identified cost-effective renewable energy.
	a. Please state how much (MW) wind generation FPL identified in determining the need for OCEC Unit 1.
	b. Please state whether FPL considers wind generation a firm resource, and provide an explanation.

	20. On page 17, lines 14-16, of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, Dr. Sim states that, with regard to self-build generation options, “coal-fired technologies were removed from consideration due to current and prospective environmental concerns and regulatio...
	a. Please describe the prospective environmental concerns and regulations that are being referenced in Dr. Sim’s testimony.
	b. Please provide a hypothetical timeline for the construction of new integrated gasification combined cycle capacity sufficient to meet FPL’s projected 2019 need.

	21. On page 17, lines 16-18, of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, Dr. Sim states that “due to the 2019 need date, new nuclear capacity was removed from consideration because such capacity could not be added by that time.” Please provide a hypothetical timel...
	22. On page 20, lines 1-17, of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, Dr. Sim testified that FPL utilized several computer models to perform its economic evaluation of its self-build generation options.
	a. Please describe, in detail, each computer model used to evaluate the self-build generation options.
	b. Please state weather or not FPL has used any of the computer models described above in any of its prior determinations of need cases.

	23. On page 20 (line 23) through 21 (line 2), of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, Dr. Sim states that FPL determined it was “unlikely that new capacity could be brought in-service at the Hendry site in time to address the 2019 need.” Please provide an expl...
	24. On page 21, lines 10-12, of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, Dr. Sim states that the best resources plan with a CC unit at the Okeechobee site was projected to be $65 million cumulative present value revenue requirements (CPVRR) more economic than the ...
	25. On page 23, lines 7-10, of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, Dr. Sim states that a significant amount of land would be required to site the amount of photovoltaic (PV) that would be needed to supply 1,052 firm MW of solar capacity. Please describe the n...
	26. On page 24, lines 2-5, of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, Dr. Sim testifies that “FPL has now begun applying a methodology for determining what firm capacity values PV facilities are projected to deliver.”
	a. Please describe, in detail, FPL’s methodology for determining what firm capacity values PV facilities are projected to deliver.
	b. For the years 2015-2025 please provide FPL’s estimated firm capacity contribution from solar PV facilities.

	27. On page 26, lines 1-2, of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, Dr. Sim testifies that FPL examined “refinements to the GE 7HA.02 that included updated assumptions for heat rate, costs, and capacity (MW).” Please explain what prompted these “refinements” (i...
	28. On page 26, lines 7-10, of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, Dr. Sim testifies that the “GE 7HA.02 CT without duct firing, but with peak firing and wet compression, emerged as $42 million CPVRR more economic choice compared to the former leading candida...
	29. On page 30, lines 11-13, of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, Dr. Sim states that a specific bidder refused to submit the required Bid Evaluation Fee. Please state whether the referenced bidder provide a reason or explanation for refusing to pay the Bid...
	30. On page 37, lines 11-16, of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, Dr. Sim states that if the Commission denies the need determination for the OCEC Unit 1 and no other self build option is allowed to replace the unit, FPL’s generation only reserve margin (GR...
	31. On page 38, lines 14-17, of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, Dr. Sim states that FPL’s system air emissions would increase if OCEC Unit 1 is not constructed. Please provide FPL’s estimated SO2, NOX, and CO2 emissions for the years 2017-2026.
	32. Page 62 of Exhibit SRS-1 of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, contains a table identifying firm purchase power changes during the timeframe 2014-2023. For each purchase power agreement that is expiring, please discuss, in detail, FPL’s efforts to extend...
	33. Page 101 of Exhibit SRS-1 of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, provides that analyses conducted during 2013 and early 2014 showed that it would be cost-effective to retire the existing units, Putnam Units 1 and 2, and replace the capacity with new combi...
	34. Page 105 of Exhibit SRS-1 of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, provides that the generation only reserve margin value is “calculated by setting to zero all incremental energy efficiency and load management, plus all existing load management.”
	a. Please state whether FPL has ever experienced reduced customer participation in load management programs as a result of FPL interrupting or curtailing customers participating in load management programs. If yes, please provide an explanation of suc...
	b. For each year since 1998, please provide the information in the table below for commercial and industrial customers.  Please provide all requested data electronically in MS Excel format with all formulas intact.
	c. For each year since 1998, please provide the following information in the table below for residential customers.  Please provide all requested data electronically in MS Excel format with all formulas intact.

	35. Exhibit SRS-2 of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony provides a projection of FPL’s resource needs based on the month of August. Please provide a projection of FPL’s resource needs based on a representative winter month.
	36. For each generation option identified in Exhibit SRS-3, please provide plant specifications in a format similar to Exhibit JKK-8 of FPL Witness Jacquelyn K. Kingston’s direct testimony.
	37. Exhibit SRS-4 of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony provides the CPVRR results of FPL’s in the first stage of analyses.
	a. Please state the time frame over which the CPVRR analyses were performed.
	b. Please explain why FPL believes the timeframe identified in response to part 37(a) above, is appropriate for evaluating potential generating options.

	38. Referring to Exhibit SRS-4 of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, please explain why the GE Model of CT units (7FA.05) considered in the CT generating options is different from the GE Model of CT units (7HA.02) considered in the CC generating options.
	39. Referring to Exhibits SRS-4 and SRS-5 of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, please state whether FPL considered environmental costs in its CPVRR analyses.
	a. If not, please explain the reasons.
	b. If yes, please discuss FPL’s methodology for developing its environmental costs.
	c. If yes, please complete the table below summarizing FPL’s estimated environmental costs for each year of FPL’s CPVRR analysis.  Please provide all requested data electronically in MS Excel format with all formulas intact.

	40. Referring to Exhibits SRS-4 and SRS-5 of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, please state whether FPL considered fuel cost sensitivities (i.e. high natural gas costs) in its CPVRR analyses.
	a. If no, please explain the reasons.
	b. If yes, please provide the fuel cost sensitivities in the same format as Exhibit HCS-1 of FPL Witness Heather C. Stubblefield’s direct testimony.
	c. If yes, please discuss FPL’s methodology for developing its fuel cost sensitivities.
	d. If yes, please provide the results of FPL’s CPVRR analyses assuming the additional fuel cost sensitivities.

	41. Referring to Exhibit SRS-5 (page 1 of 2) of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, please explain the difference between the unit in row 1 and the unit in row 2 (i.e. what characteristic leads to the capacity difference).
	42. For each self build option identified in Exhibit SRS-5 (page 1 of 2) of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, please provide the following information for each year of the analysis.  Please provide all requested data electronically in MS Excel format with a...
	43. For each self build option identified in the table titled Third Step found in Exhibit SRS-5 (page 2 of 2) of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, please provide the following information for each year of the analysis.  Please provide all requested data ele...
	44. For each self build option identified in Exhibit SRS-5 (page 1 of 2) of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, please provide the projected capacity changes for each year of the analysis. Please provide this information in a format similar to Table ES-1 in F...
	45. For each self build option identified in the table titled Third Step found in Exhibit SRS-5 (page 2 of 2) of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, please provide the projected capacity changes for each year of the analysis. Please provide this information i...
	46. For each self build option identified in Exhibit SRS-5 (page 1 of 2) of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, please provide the following information for the years 2017-2026:
	a. The net generation for each generating unit on FPL’s system.
	b. The capacity for each generating unit on FPL’s system.

	47. For each self build option identified in the table titled Third Step found in Exhibit SRS-5 (page 2 of 2) of Dr. Sim’s direct testimony, please provide the following information for the years 2017-2026:
	a. The net generation for each generating unit on FPL’s system.
	b. The capacity for each generating unit on FPL’s system.

	48. On page 14, line 18-19, of Witness Kingston’s direct testimony, Witness Kingston states that “base unit capacity at 95 degrees Fahrenheit is 1,511 MW.”  Please provide the estimated heat rate at 95 degrees Fahrenheit.
	49. On page 14 lines 19-21, of Witness Kingston’s direct testimony, Witness Kingston testifies that peak firing and wet compression can be turned on for additional power production. Please explain, in detail, how peak firing differs from duct firing.
	50. On pages 16-18 of Witness Kingston’s direct testimony, Witness Kingston provides testimony regrading the potential air emissions of the OCEC Unit 1 project. Please discuss, in detail, how FPL anticipates the proposed plant will impact FPL’s compli...
	51. On page 18, lines 10-12, of Witness Kingston’s direct testimony, Witness Kingston testifies that the site design of OCEC Unit 1 allows for operation at full capacity for “72 hours of continuous operation using back-up fuel.”  Please discuss whethe...
	52. On page 20, lines 21-22, of Witness Kingston’s direct testimony, Witness Kingston testifies that the principal components of OCEC Unit 1 are estimated to cost $1,031.5 million. Please describe, in detail, how FPL estimated the cost of the principa...
	53. For each project identified in Exhibit JKK-3 of Witness Kingston’s direct testimony, please provide FPL’s estimated heat-rate at time of approval, and the actual heat-rate realized by the project.
	54. Referring to Exhibit JKK-8 of Witness Kingston’s direct testimony, please explain how and/or why OCEC Unit 1 is expected to have a greater plant peak capacity during the summer when compared to winter.
	55. On page 7, lines 17-22, of witness Heather C. Stubblefield’s direct testimony, Witness Stubblefield testifies that FPL has contracted with Sabal Trail for capacity sufficient to meet FPL’s system gas requirements including the addition of OCEC Uni...
	56. Referring to page 7, lines 17-22, of witness Heather C. Stubblefield’s direct testimony, Witness Stubblefield testifies that FPL has contracted with Sabal Trail Transmission, LLC and Florida Southeastern Connection, LLC for incremental gas transpo...
	57. On page 8, lines 8-9, of witness Heather C. Stubblefield’s direct testimony, Witness Stubblefield testifies that the cost of additional gas transportation facilities has been included in the evaluation of OCEC Unit 1.
	a. Please state the cost of the additional gas transportation facilities included in the evaluation of OCEC Unit 1.
	b. Please describe, in detail, how the cost of additional gas transportation facilities was developed.
	c. Please describe, in detail, the additional gas transportation facilities included in the evaluation of OCEC Unit 1.
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